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Comments As a previous resident some 20years ago of a property in Cherry Tree Drive Eastergate I am amazed
to see this diversion of the A29 from Eastergate Lane over the Barnham Road on to Lidsey. Original
schemes put for the route took the road directly north south straight from the A27 to the end of the
A29 on the outskirts of Bognor Regis. This current proposal is a joke, nothing but a diversion off the
A29, skirting yet another proposed housing development south of Eastergate lane, using up more
productive fields and open spaces only to end up skirting more fields (and presumably more proposed
houses ) before rejoining the A29 before the main village of Lidsey. All this is done for the benefit of
the housing developers. No more houses, there Susssex is overpopulated as it is, it has acres of flat
farmland currently being filled by houses - disgusting as it is choking the population already in the
area. Piffle about polllution - the government is stopping Carbon fuelled cars in 15 years time, piffle
about the last aim of the scheme in the Q &A being 'enable access to land for housing and employment
xxxxx' - you should be honest and put that as the FIRST aim of the scheme because that is the aim, it
blindingly obvious. Thankfully I shall soon be dead so the state of Sussex in a couple of years is no
affect on me but unneccesary destruction of farmland should be disturbing for all. Food does not fall
from the sky. But you lot are all so highly paid it doesnt bother any of you at all. Importing food and
destroying the environment doing so is the result of such destruction being done to feather the nests
of the developers. J Price.
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